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what’s hot
Editorial, fashion and portrait 
photographer CRAIG FLEMING takes 
delivery of a new Kickstarter-sourced 
hotshoe flash modifier, the BounceLite 

What is it?
The BounceLite is a flash diffuser made from quality ABS plastic. It 
attaches to top of your hotshoe ‘gun and funnels or bounces light 
via the moveable diffusers – there is also a built-in filter/coloured 
gels system. In all, the makers say it takes less than 20 seconds to 
fit to most hotshoe speedlights.

For the enthusiast
Flash diffusing accessories are the in thing at the moment and they 
come in a variety of guises; from home-made affairs to purpose built 
contraptions with the enthusiasts in mind. The latter is where I feel 
the BounceLite falls. There’s obviously been a lot of thought put into 
it – which isn’t something that can be said of all diffusers – but then 
again, where light’s concerned, you can get good results from just 
knocking something up with the contents of your kitchen. The 
BounceLite, however, is more than that. It fits on a number of 
speedlights, though I used it on a Canon 580EX. 

It secures in position using a bungee system, which holds it on 
well. There is a main ‘softbox’ on the front, which opens, and the top 
panel lifts and provides extra bounce/fill. The filter cartridge system 
loads at the rear, over the front of your ‘gun. It’s all very simple and 
easy to use, but does add a little bulk.

Another plus point for the BounceLite is that it actually does look 

the part too. All in all I was very impressed by this little device – it 
softened my flash considerably – so all in all a very effective and 
inexpensive little modifier.

The basic kit, the SOLO, is about £80 and comes with a 
BounceLite, a neoprene case, a filter cassette and a mount pad set. 
This also includes shipping. � 

To find out more go to www.bouncelite.com

About Tony Chau 
BounceLite inventor, Tony, is a London-based fashion, editorial and 
advertising photographer with over 30 years experience.  
www.tonychau.com
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With the BounceLite in place the light is soft but still 
maintains contrast. Canon EOS 5D Mk II | 70-200mm 
f/2.8 | 92mm | 1/160sec | f/5.6 | ISO 100

Direct flash without the BounceLite, very harsh 
shadows. Canon EOS 5D Mk II | 70-200mm f/2.8 
105mm | 1/160sec | f/5.6 | ISO 100

Ceiling bounced flash without BounceLite, soft but 
lacking in contrast. Canon EOS 5D Mk II | 70-200mm 
f/2.8 | 105mm | 1/160sec | f/5.6 | ISO 100
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